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Little Piano Book: Fun, Easy,
Step-By-Step, Teach-Yourself Song
And Beginner Piano Guide (Book &
Streaming Videos)

Designed for adult beginners and children 12 years and older, this fun, interactive book and
streaming video course, in an easy lesson-based format, is all that you will need to get started
playing the piano! Piano professor Damon Ferrante guides you through step-by-step, easy-to-follow
lessons and streaming video lessons that are the perfect introduction to playing the piano. Based on
over twenty-five years of teaching experience, his method, used by thousands of piano students
and teachers, will will greatly improve your piano technique, song repertoire, creativity, and
understanding of music. Each lesson is interactive, engaging and fun! You learn how to play the
piano through learning songs.Â No music reading is required. Ask yourself this:1. Have you always
wanted to learn how to play the piano, but did not know where to start?2. Did you start piano
lessons once and give up because the lessons were too difficult?3. Are you struggling to follow
online piano lessons that seem to jump all over the place without any sense of direction or
consistency?4. Would you like to expand your musical understanding and learn how to play the
piano through an affordable, step-by-step book and video course?If your answer to any of the these
questions is yes, then this piano book and video course is definitely for you!
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This has to be one of the best learning tools I have ever read for learning the piano. I have played
self taught for years but after looking through this book I found that it would have been so much
easier for me to learn with this. I cant wait to teach my children how to play and this is going to be

the book I use to do it!!Thank you so much for allowing us to have this book for free. I will be sure to
pass it on to my friends and family and I hope that they will enjoy it as much as I have.. Again thank
you this book is brilliant!

This book is great on the Kindle Fire! I love that it is great for young or old learners and has no real
gear for age. This book with help can be taught to a small child or an adult that has absolutely no
music experience. Songs can be learned so fast which makes the learning fun, an important part of
keeping interest in the learning process.There are video lessons which help to ease learners into
new processes and do not lead to any discouragement. An all in all amazing product that I would
recommend to all of my friends and family, or even a stranger!

I would highly recommend this book to both the young and the old. The lessons are simple and to
the point. They make learning piano easy and less intimidating. This book explained a lot to me and
I have played music for over 18 years!A good price and a great investment!

What I love most about this learn-to-play piano book is that you do NOT have to know how to read
music to get started. The book takes you through the very basics in the first couple lessons. You
learn the letter of each key on the keyboard (which you can label on your own keyboard with a
crayon) and good piano playing posture. You then go through the first few lessons playing three
note songs, some on the right hand and some on the left. The left hand practice is what I'm most
intrigued about because it was, as a right-handed person, my most difficult hurtle in trying to learn
piano. In chapter three, you learn simple songs using both hands.As you progress through the book,
the lessons gradually get more and more complex. You'll learn about intervals, rhythm and meter,
and the different types of musical notes. Eventually you get in to music theory and learn how to read
music on three different types of staffs. By the end of this book, you probably won't be Mozart, but
you will definitely know a little more than just the basics of piano playing.My only negative comment
is that the book is a little difficult to see using the Kindle Cloud reader on my laptop. I will have to try
it out on my iPad and see how it looks. The download was super simple, though!This really is a
great book for any beginner piano player or someone who just wants to brush up on his or her skills!

This piano lesson eBook is a great tool for beginners. I would also recommend this book to anyone
who wants to learn to play the piano, but has no prior musical experience. The technique of using
numbers for each finger on each hand is a great concept and an effective teaching tool. This is also

a great teaching tool for children. The steps are straightforward and easy to read and follow. It is
important to make learning easy and fun for kids. Otherwise, they tend to loose interest and
eventually want to give up.This book also teaches fundamentals and theory which are very
important in learning to play any type of musical instrument. It is important to know how and why
when learning music and this book does a great job of including this topic on a beginners level. I
learned to play the piano when I was younger, and theory was always a big part of my weekly
lesson plan.After looking at the lessons in this book and seeing that beginners and those with no
musical experience at all can learn to play so many songs in such a short amount of time, I was very
impressed. Downloading the eBook was easy, and I was able to start viewing the lessons on my
computer right away. "The Little Piano Book" is a great learning tool, and I highly recommend giving
it a try.Sandra Himes

This is a great tool for beginners if you're interested in learning how to play the piano in an easy
format. The book is easy to follow and great for children. I would highly recommend this book to
anyone! I was able to play all of the songs within just a few weeks. I plan on recommending this
book to anyone interested because it really helped with understanding the basic's of playing the
piano. All of the reviews i have read have been just as positive, and because others have had the
same experience is a great testament itself.

This book appeals to anyone who is interested in learning or teaching the piano. The Little Piano
book can provide you with the slow steps to learning basic foundation to playing the piano.This book
lays out your finger positions for you to achieve. Then it lays out how to play right handed only
songs, followed up with left handed songs. This was neat for me because I was accomplishing
something before realizing that I was. Knowing that I was playing that song, made me desire to
learn more.I loved the way I was able to mimic the information from the videos. If the book wasn't
simple enough having someone explain everything to you. When I thought I was doing something
wrong, the video gave me the ability to watch another person and determine where my mistakes
were.This system of book and video made the perfect combination for an individual to learn to play
by themselves, and even to help a child to learn.
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